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Nerves in Golf Can be Cured 
By CHARLES BROOK 

When the master and the average 
player have acquired their respective 
standards of control of clubs and ball, 
there remains yet another control to be 
acquired, one that lies outside the prov
ince of the teaching professional and 
outside the scope of the professional who 
wriies his book on the game. 

Unfortunately, as yet, no effective guid
ance has been given towards the attain
ment of this other control, the overcom
ing of the adverse effect of "occasions." 

For this enterprise, photographs, illus
trations and practice, however assiduous, 
are of no avail. Even the American 
remedy of constant participation in tourn
aments is quite inadequate. What, you 
will say, can anyone do about "nerves" 
except to keep fit, exert one's will and 
hope for the best? Let us see. 

In the past the best we contemplated 
to give us some measure of mastery of 
ourselves in times of "occasion pressure" 
has been some process of conscious self-
discipline. Unfortunately, any conscious 
procedure carried out when the attack 
of nerves is pending or in operation has 
two serious defects: namely, it involves 
splitting the attention between the play 
and the nerves and it directs attention 
to the adverse condition within us which 
is the one thing adverse conditions must 
thrive upon, our unwilling attention to 
them. 

When dealing with an attack of nerves, 
a first essential is to take the attention 
away from them. Hence any conscious 
procedure carried out at the time of a 
nerve attack is inappropriate. Those who 
have sought to overcome the situation by 
efforts of will are made to realize that, 
even where current success is attained, 
the exhaustion of nervous reserves is such 
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that the temporary success is followed by 
a collapse, worse than that originally 
threatened, in the next or subsequent 
rounds. 

As an approach to the problem let 
us examine how "occasions" produce 
'nerves" and see if we can ascertain 
through this channel the essentials for 
preventing their recurrence. 

Whether "occasions" inspire us to 
achievement or reduce us to near im
potence is found to depend on what we 
expect of them. By "expect," we mean a 
spontaneous and involuntary attitude of 
mind. If our expectation is such that we 
are confident, then we may well derive 
inspiration to high achievement. If our 
expectation is doubtful or apprehensive, 
then we shall start to exaggerate the im
portance of the occasion and develop a 
concept of the demands it makes of us 
that soon sets up a conviction that we are 
going to do badly, an expectation only 
too surely realized. 
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The impulse to doubt and to be anxious
has been ceaselessly encouraged by past
experience and has attained its [,(lotted
l'lace in the spontaneous and habitual
tI. jnking of most of us.

How "Expectation" Arises
HO\\ qoes this "expectation" arise and

what e:3t..blishes it? Can we successfully
imitate a procedure that will produce th~
('xpectatious we desire in place of those
built into u~ by experience? These are
surely the all-important questions on
which freedom from "nerves" is going to
depend.

It is found that, when an idea becomes
fixed in the habit nal part of the mind,
it arises at the aPl-'fopriate stimulus and
insists on its own inlfilment. Such ideas
are spontaneous arid involuntary and,
where they concern i~tternal conditioll~,
show they possess the power to take
charge of our internal machinery to
produce performance and contlitions that
constitute the fulfilment of the idea so
fixed in the habitual part of the mind.
Change the fixed idea and JOU get a
change to performance and. condJtiol1S
that represent the fulfilment of the new
fixed idea. These fixed ideas set up ex"
pectations of their own fulfilment through
which the reldions are set up that realize
these expectations. The chain is, there-
fc,re: fixed idea, expectation, realization.

Molding Spontaneous Thought
Now what makes an id~a become one

that we think spontanrou:I~'? How have
th05~, alr~ady ~5tabli5hed in us by ex-
perience, been so entrenched? They be-
com~ embedded in the habitual p:ut nf
our minds by frequent repetition under
conditions that by-pass our conscious
thought and call for no conscious partici-
pation in the process. They become
spontaneous when !he pressure of the
idea to he fixed has been maintained
sufficiently to drive out conflicting fixed
ideas, if any. A very simple example 1S
that of the catchy tunc in the mu~ical
show that is repeated cunningly tlHough
the whole entertainment and finahy we
go away humming it to ourselves. It has

become spontaneous. Note it has made
its way into the habitual pal15 of our
minds quite without our consl'jous minds
having taken any active part in the
process. Again and again it has heen
presented to our ears arld has been, Sl)

to speak, imbibed by Uci just as a good
advertisement is absoToed gradually and
makes us a customer. No rea:5ons, no
arguments, none of the paraphernalia of
argument and persuasion of the conscious
mind. No facts and figures, no records
and expert opinions. JU'.5tthe reiteration
that avoids the active attention of our
conscious thought. To secure adequ"lte
pressure, much time has to be allowed by
the advertiser, but a technique that uses
sleep for this process of molding spon-
taneous thought is able to bring the time
factor to practicable proportions.

By a technique that fulfills the above
requirements, it is now possible to imitate
successfully the process by which fixed
ideas become established and so to re-
place an undesired spontaneous reaction
to "occasions" by the desired confident
reaction. This confident reaction takes
for granted the successful fulfilment of
the stroke planned and the player, having
selected his club, taken his stance and
\'isualized the shot he int~nds to play,
takes no further conscious interest in the
matter and leaves the execution of the
stroke to that trained habitual part of
him into which his professional has '50

diligently inculcated the technique of club
and ball control. Under the changed con-
ditions, his acquired rkill is allowed full
play, free from the former anxious inter-
ference accompanying fruitless efforts to
improve on the smooth habitual ability
w earnestly attained with the aid of his
professional.

With this change of expectation to con-
fHlence, the confident reaction to "occa-
sions" becomes automatic and a matter
of routine and tends to make "occasions"
inspire the spontaneously confident player
to new standard!; of achievement. The
adverse action of our imaginations be-
comes reversed, into favorable supporting
conduct. What we wish and what we ex-
pect begin to coincide.


